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Abstract We consider a real-time scheduling problem that occurs in the design
of software-based aircraft control. The goal is to distribute tasks τi = (ci, pi) on
a minimum number of identical machines and to compute offsets ai for the tasks
such that no collision occurs. A task τi releases a job of running time ci at each
time ai+k · pi, k ∈N0 and a collision occurs if two jobs are simultaneously active
on the same machine.
We shed some light on the complexity and approximability landscape of this
problem. Our main results are as follows: (i) We show that the minimization
problem cannot be approximated within a factor of n1−ε for any ε > 0. (ii) If
the periods are harmonic (for each i, j one has pi | p j or p j | pi), then there ex-
ists a 2-approximation for the minimization problem and this result is tight, even
asymptotically. (iii) We provide asymptotic approximation schemes in the har-
monic case if the number of different periods is constant.
1 Introduction
The motivation for this research comes from a real-word combinatorial optimization
problem that was communicated to us by our industrial partner, a major avionics com-
pany. The aircraft designers need to schedule highly critical periodic control tasks with
a predictable and static scheduling policy such that preemption and dynamic effects
are avoided. The model that is used in this context is as follows. One is given tasks
τ1, . . . ,τn where each task τi = (ci, pi) is characterized by its execution time ci ∈ N and
period pi ∈ N. The goal is to assign the tasks to identical machines and to compute
offsets ai ∈N0 such that no collision occurs. A task τi generates one job with execution
time ci at every time unit ai+ pi · k for all k ∈ N0. Each job needs to be processed im-
mediately and non-preemptively after its generation on the task’s machine. A collision
occurs if two jobs are simultaneously active on one machine.
p1 2p1 3p1 4p1p2 2p2p30 lcm
p1 2p1 3p1 4p1p2 2p2p30 lcm
The picture above shows three tasks τ1 = (1,6),τ2 = (1,10) and τ3 = (2,15). The
upper part shows an infeasible assignment of offsets (a1 = 0, a2 = 1, a3 = 2) whereas
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the lower part shows a feasible assignment of offsets (a1 = 1, a2 = 0, a3 = 2). Notice
that the schedule repeats after the least-common multiple (lcm) of the periods.
In the single machine context and with unit execution times, this problem was stud-
ied by Wei and Liu [WL83] who called the problem of computing offsets the periodic
maintenance problem. Baruah et al. [BRTV90] and independently [BNBNS02,Bha98]
show that the periodic maintenance problem is NP-hard in the strong sense.
Here we are interested in the corresponding machine minimization problem, i.e.,
we want to find the minimum number of identical machines on which the tasks can
be distributed in a feasible way. We refer to this problem as the periodic maintenance
minimization problem. Korst et al. [KALW91,KAL96] studied this problem and show
independently from [BRTV90] and [BNBNS02,Bha98] that it is NP-hard in the strong
sense. Sometimes even moderately sized real-word instances turn out to be unsolvable
with state-of-the-art integer programming approaches. One feature that the easier in-
stances share is that, with only few exceptions, their tasks have harmonic periods, i.e.,
for each pair of tasks τi,τ j one has pi | p j or p j | pi. Thus, one question that arises
is whether instances with this divisibility property are easier to solve than general in-
stances. It turns out that the difference is drastic.
Our contribution is a rigorous account on the complexity and approximability land-
scape of the above described machine-minimization problem. Our results are summa-
rized in Table 1. The details are presented in [EHN+10]. The main results are as follows:
IWe prove that, for any ε > 0, it is NP-hard to approximate the periodic maintenance
minimization problem within a factor of n1−ε , i.e., that the trivial approximation al-
gorithm is essentially tight. This explains the difficulty of moderately sized instances
without harmonic periods from a theoretical viewpoint. The result is achieved by a re-
duction from COLORING that relies on basic number-theoretic results like the Chinese
Remainder Theorem and the Prime Number Theorem. We remark that the reduction has
been given independently in [BNBNS02,Bha98]. The hardness result also holds under
resource augmentation.
IWe show that the periodic maintenance minimization problem with harmonic periods
allows for a 2-approximation algorithm. Furthermore, we show that this is tight, even
asymptotically. It is remarkable that a simple variant of First-Fit can be analyzed to
be a 2-approximation algorithm. The analysis differs however considerably from the
simple analysis that shows that First-Fit for BIN-PACKING yields a 2-approximation.
The novel concept that we use is the one of a witness for certain groups of machines.
These witnesses prove that these groups are heavily loaded. If a witness for a certain
group of machines is missing, the instance can be separated into two independent sub-
instances. This allows for an analysis by induction.
I Even though the 2-approximation result for the case of harmonic periods is tight, we
show that a stronger restriction leads to an asymptotic PTAS: If the number of differ-
ent periods k is constant, we have an efficient algorithm with approximation guarantee
(1+ ε)OPT + k, for any constant ε > 0. The basic approach follows the ideas of the
classical APTAS for BIN-PACKING of Fernandez de la Vega and Luecker [FdlVL81].
The more complicated nature of the periodic maintenance problem, however, requires
several interesting and nontrivial extensions of the techniques such as a more sophis-
ticated rounding procedure and advanced structural insights into the solutions to the
arbitrary periods
period lengths k algorithms hardness results
k arbitrary 2OPT + k−1 n1−εOPT
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2 + ε
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harmonic periods
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k arbitrary 2OPT (2− ε)OPT +o(OPT )
k constant (1+ ε)OPT + k
( 3
2 − ε
)
OPT + k−1
qk/q1 constant (1+ ε)OPT +1 (2− ε)OPT
Table 1. The approximability landscape of the periodic maintenance minimization problem. Here
qk and q1 denote the largest and smallest period length, respectively.
periodic maintenance problem. This helps to enumerate the solution space to find a
template that can be turned into a solution with the desired approximation guarantee.
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